
Gallery Insights tours 

Latest message from the AGSA (Art Gallery of South Australia), posted 6 July 2020 

Of particular note is the fact that if we have all 20 enrolled attending then SAGA will need 2 
guides.  As we often fail to make this number, please ensure you inform your leader if 
you will NOT attend.  Simply failing to attend is really unacceptable under these 
circumstances.  

Dianne Speck, Special Interest Groups Manager, has written: 

Dear Special Interest Group Co-ordinators, (this includes U3A Gallery Insights tours) 
 
I am very pleased to tell you that guided tours of the gallery will re-commence from the week 
beginning 31st August, 2020. This means daily public tours at 11am and 2pm and, of special 
interest to you, Special Interest Group tours (this includes U3A). 
 
Tours will be held in September, October and November 2020 and we will be maintaining 
the usual pause in SIG tours for December 2020 and January 2021. 
 
September tours will focus on an exhibition that promotes Colouring the Gallery and will 
include works from the permanent collection and new acquisitions. Gallery staff want to 
celebrate the re-opening of the gallery and the gradual return to a less restrictive interaction 
with the public. Tours will also highlight the works of one or more of the four South Australian 
Living Artists (SALA) whose work will be on display within the gallery at this time. 
 
The SALA artists featured in the gallery are : 

Kirsten Coelho:in Focus  Feature artist and monograph recipient who creates porcelain 
vessels that draw on the history of domestic utilitarian objects 
 
Tom Moore; Fantastical glass blown sculptures 
 
Margaret Dodd; Avant-garde ceramic Holden sculptures 
 
Troy-Anthony Baylis: Nomenclatures; text based work that explores the legacy of 
Colonialism, migration, and historical amnesia. 

In October we will be touring the Samurai exhibition which presents the art and ethos of the 
Samurai warrior culture which permeated every aspect of Japanese art and culture from the 
thirteenth to the nineteenth century. Yes, there are swords and armor but also exquisite tea 
sets and textiles! 
 
November will see us touring the exhibition Tarnanthi: Open Hands which this year 
highlights the work of senior women artists whose work involves passing on vital cultural 
knowledge. This is an artist-led project presented in diverse media and represents artists 
from across Australia. Tarnanthi has a reputation for presenting highly skilled and innovative 
work which has been a pleasure to share with AGSA patrons. 
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Could you please let me know if there are any changes to your regular day and time 
for tours and also whether there are likely to be more than 15 people in your group?  
If the group is larger than 15 we will allocate two guides so that we comply with 
government social distancing requirements. I would appreciate this information by 
the 3rd August 2020. 
 
The AGSA guides are really looking forward to engaging with the collection and you, our 
special, Special Interest Groups. 
I hope that you are all keen to return to galley tours too. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Dianne Speck 
Special Interest Groups Manager 
AGSA Guides 
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